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Abstract – Combination of Repeater Insertion with novel
LGR (Logic Gates as Repeater) technique is presented,
providing a methodology for delay optimization of CMOS
logic circuits with RC interconnects. The traditional
interconnect segmentation by insertion of repeaters is
generalized to segmentation by distributing logic gates
over interconnect lines and adding a reduced number of
repeaters. Expressions for optimal segment length,
optimal number of additional repeaters and scaling
factors for both gates and repeaters are derived. An
iterative solution is presented. Optimization results for
several circuits are presented, showing significant
improvement in performance in comparison with
traditional repeater insertion.

I.

interconnect; thus driving the partitioned interconnect without
adding inverters to serve as repeaters (Figure 1c). In this
paper a combination of LGR with traditional Repeater
Insertion is presented (Figure 1d), where some segments are
driven by logic gates and some by repeaters. The
methodology exploits the potential of existing logic gates as
repeaters, and only when this potential is fully utilized,
additional repeaters are inserted. This technique may be
called RI&LGR (Repeater Insertion combined with LGR).

Introduction

Interconnect optimization has become a major design
consideration in state-of-the-art nanometer CMOS VLSI
systems. The growth of die size together with decreased line
width make wire delay more significant, compared with the
active devices delay. For resistive wires, propagation delay
increases quadratically with interconnect length because both
capacitance and resistance of the interconnect increase
linearly with length. In order to handle resistive interconnect,
post-routing design steps have been added, involving wire
segmentation and repeater insertion (Figure 1b) such that
every segment resistance is much smaller than the onresistance of the driver [2][5]. Wire sizing and gate sizing
have also been applied at this stage [7][10].
Numerous studies explored various facets of the repeater
insertion problem [4][6][8][9][10][11], adding inverters or
buffers (double inverters) for amplifying logic signals on
resistive wires between stages in a logic path. Besides speed
optimization, this amplification reduces noise and restores
logic levels [9]. However, the usage of repeaters implies a
significant cost in power and area, without contributing to the
logical computation performed by the circuit. A recent study
[14] claims that in the near future, up to 40% of chip area will
be used by inverters operating as repeaters and buffers. The
use of numerous logically-redundant repeaters seems to be a
waste, because the logic gates themselves may function as
repeaters due to their amplifying nature. LGR (Logic Gates as
Repeaters) [12] is a method of distributing logic gates over
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Figure 1. (a) A logic path driving a long interconnect wire.
(b) Repeater insertion on the long interconnect (c) Logic gates
are distributed over the interconnect and serve as repeaters (d)
Logic gates and Repeaters are distributed over the
interconnect.

II.

Delay Formulation

The process of interconnect segmentation is schematically
shown in Figure 2. Before the segmentation, logic gates are
concentrated in a single logic block driving a long
interconnect load (Figure 2a). After segmentation (Figure 2b)
each gate/repeater drives assigned interconnect segment and
the delay of each pair of logic-interconnect segment can be
calculated separately. The overall delay is the sum of delays
of all the combined logic-interconnect segments. In practice,
the logic path can be laid out with wire segments in both x
and y directions. The basic concept of matching wire segment
lengths to their driver gates is the same.
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Figure 2. Logic gates with related interconnect load: (a)
before segmentation, (b) after segmentation with repeaters
insertion.

The delay modeling is similar to [12] and combines
Logical Effort method [1] for gate/repeater calculation and
Elmore delay model [3] for interconnect delay. For the
combined ith gate-interconnect segment in Figure 2b the
respective delay components are:
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where W = RinvCinv is a technology-dependent time constant,
defined as the delay of an ideal inverter driving another
identical inverter. Rinv and Cinv are effective “on”-resistance
and input capacitance of an inverter, respectively. Parameter
pi represents the parasitic delay of the gate and is related to
capacitance of source/drain regions within the gate. Ci and
Ci+1 are input capacitance of gates i and i+1 respectively. Cwi
and Rwi are the wire capacitance and resistance of segment i
and can be replaced by:
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The closed-form expression (3) provides a basis for
analysis and timing optimization of a critical logic path
involving long-distance wiring, using Logic Gates as
Repeaters (LGR) and Repeater Insertion combined technique.

III.

Optimization Method

In expression (3), there are 2N+2 optimization parameters:
Li – wire length assigned to gate i, si - sizing factor of gate i,
Linv -wire length assigned to each repeater and sinv - sizing
factor of each repeater. We assume that each repeater drives
the same wire length and is scaled by the same sizing factor.
The total wire length Ltot is fixed and is given by summation
of all assigned wire lengths, thus parameter K in expression
(3) can be replaced by the following relations:
N

(2)

Li is the length of the wire segment, Cint and Rint are the
capacitance and resistance per unit length, respectively.
Repeaters are distributed uniformly and we define K as the
number of additional repeaters and Linv as the wire length
assigned to each repeater. In order to account for the effect of
logic, that drives the circuit being optimized, R0 is defined as
the driver output resistance. N is the number of gates, ginv is
the logical effort of the repeater (=1), pinv is a repeater
parasitic effort, and Cload is the load capacitance at the output
of the circuit. Additional performance improvement can be
gained by resizing gates and repeaters, where si is sizing
factor of gate i and sinv is repeaters scaling factor. The overall
delay for the logic path is:
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The optimal solution can be obtained by applying (4) on
(3) and differentiating the result with respect to 2N+2
optimization parameters:
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The solution yields the expressions in (6), that are
interdependent. An iterative solution is proposed for solving
the equations. The expressions in (6) are applied on initial set
of parameters to get a set of new parameter values, and an
iterative procedure is executed until convergence is obtained.
An additional feature, required from the procedure is ability
to determine the violations, ensuring Li t 0 i , Linv t 0 .
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Results

In this Section RI&LGR optimization is demonstrated and
compared with traditional Repeater Insertion. The Berkeley
parameter extraction tool (BPTM) [13] was used to predict
parameters of 0.07µm process for both interconnect and
device BSIM3v3 models.
A. Random Logic example
Optimization parameters, as presented in Section III, were
obtained for random logic circuit in Figure 1 and the resulting
delay was compared to timing improvement by traditional
repeater insertion.
The test circuit contains 3 gates (NAND, NOT, NOR), that
are initially in their minimal sizes. The interconnect is
1200µm long, driver is 6× strength of minimal size inverter
and load capacitance is 10× input capacitance of minimal
inverter (10×Cinv). The optimal number of repeaters and their
sizes are derived based on expressions similar to those
presented in [2]. The un-optimized delay is 1.6 nsec, delay
after repeater insertion is 0.42 nsec, and delay obtained by
Iterative LGR after 6 iterations is 0.2 nsec. The optimal
solution found by RI&LGR algorithm yields the following
circuit configuration: L1=0µm, L2=120µm, L3=160µm,
Linv=480µm, ,s1=×16, s2=×12, s3=×25, sinv=×48, K=2. This
configuration, compared with traditional repeater insertion
(K=5, sinv=43), results in timing improvement of 52%. Both
RI&LGR and Repeater Insertion achieve significant speed-up
of 88% and 76% respectively, compared to un-optimized
circuit.
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It is interesting to analyze the solution behavior for various
interconnect lengths. The delays of un-optimized circuit,
circuit after repeater insertion and circuit after RI&LGR
optimization, as a function of interconnect length are shown
in Figure 3a. The un-optimized delay-vs.-length relation is
quadratic, due to dependence of both capacitance and
resistance on length. For both optimization techniques this
relation is reduced to linear. For short wires, where a reduced
number of repeaters is required, RI&LGR outperforms
significantly the traditional repeaters. In this case no extra
repeaters are added, thanks to logic gates acting as repeaters.
For longer wires, the number of required repeater stages
significantly exceeds the number of available logic stages,
RI&LGR is still advantageous, though with less benefit, due
to the fact, that major part of delay is spent on repeaters.
Figure 3b presents the number of additional repeaters
required for both optimization techniques. It is noticeable,
that for any wire length, RI&LGR requires fewer repeaters
and the difference is approximately the number of gates in the
logic chain. In this example zero wire length was assigned to
the first gate. Thus the first gate is not acting as a repeater
(due to its low strength), and the RI&LGR saves only 2
repeaters.
B. A ripple-carry adder
The 4-bit ripple-carry adder in Figure 4 has a critical path
which contains 17 CMOS gates (including the output
inverters within OR and AND gates), and is indicated by the
dashed line. The circuit drives 3000µm interconnect. It was
optimized by RI&LGR technique. The un-optimized delay is
5 nsec, delay after repeater insertion is 0.85 nsec, and delay
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obtained by RI&LGR after 6 iterations is 0.62 nsec. RI&LGR
outperforms the repeater insertion technique by 26%.

Figure 4. Ripple carry adder
(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Algorithm behavior for various wire lengths for
random logic circuit: (a) delay (b) number of additional
repeaters.

Figure 5 presents the behavior of the algorithm applied on
ripple carry adder for various wire lengths. The number of
required repeaters grows linearly with the wire length. For
RI&LGR the number of additional repeaters is unchanged
until all the available logic gates are utilized as repeaters. For
short interconnect RI&LGR outperforms significantly the
traditional repeater insertion. For long interconnect, where
the number of required repeater stages significantly exceeds
the number of available logic stages, the advantage of
RI&LGR is less noticeable.
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Conclusions

Timing optimization methodology, where traditional
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over resistive interconnect has been presented. The logic
gates thus serve also as repeaters, driving wire segments. The
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gates sizing factors, number of repeaters and repeaters scaling
factor were obtained. An iterative solution was proposed to
solve 2N+2 equations. Several circuits were simulated and
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experiments indicate that RI&LGR can provide viable
improvement to traditional Repeater Insertion for VLSI
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